
Assignment 1F Hello CodeJudge!

Create a script in which you create a variable named WhatISay and assign to it the string

Hello CodeJudge!

Be careful to name your variable exactly as specified, and assign the string with correct case and including the
exclamation point.

Save your script in a file.

Hint
It is important that your script does not print out anything to the screen or does anything else that is not
specified.

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

print(WhatISay) Hello CodeJudge!

Hand in on CodeJudge

Hand in your solution on CodeJudge.
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Assignment 1G The cosine rule

The cosine rule can be used to compute the length of a side in a triangle (a), when you know the other two
sides (b, and c) and the opposing angle (A):

a =
√
b2 + c2 − 2bc cos(A) (1.2)

Problem definition

Create a script that carries out the following steps:

1. Create a variable b and set it to 12.

2. Create a variable c and set it to 10.

3. Create a variable A and set it to 0.25 · π.

4. Compute the length of the side a using the cosine rule.

• Save the solution in a variable a.

Check that your script produces the correct results, namely a = 8.62.

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.
Test code Expected output

print(a) 8.61941833973

Hand in on CodeJudge

Your script must be handed in on CodeJudge.
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Assignment 1H The quadratic formula

A quadratic equation has the following form

ax2 + bx + c = 0. (1.3)

Solutions to the equation can be found using the quadratic formula

x = −b±
√

b2 − 4ac

2a
. (1.4)

Problem definition

Create a script that carries out the following steps:

1. Create a variable a and set it to 2.

2. Create a variable b and set it to -5.

3. Create a variable c and set it to 2.

4. Compute the two solutions using the quadratic formula.

• Save the smallest solution in a variable x1.

• Save the largest solution in a variable x2.

Check that your script produces the correct results, namely 0.5 and 2.

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.
Test code Expected output

print(a) 2

Hand in on CodeJudge

Your script must be handed in on CodeJudge.
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Assignment 2A Taylor series

A Taylor series is a way to represent a complicated mathematical function as a an infinite sum of terms. Often,
a Taylor series can be used to approximate a mathematical function by computing a small number of the terms
and ignoring the remaining. For example, the first three terms of the Taylor series for the log(x) function are
given by the following polynomial expression:

y = (x − 1) − 1
2 (x − 1)2 + 1

3 (x − 1)3 (2.1)

Problem definition

Create a function named evaluateTaylor that evaluates the Taylor series approximation in Equation (1) at an
input x and returns the result.

Solution template

def evaluateTaylor(x):
# Insert your code here
# y = ... ?
return y

Input
x Input x (real scalar value)
Output
y Result of Taylor series at x (real scalar values)

Example

Evaluating the Taylor series at x = 1 should give the result y = 0, since all three terms are zero in that case.
Evaluating the series at x = 2 yields

y = (2 − 1) − 1
2 (2 − 1)2 + 1

3 (2 − 1)3 = 1 − 1
2 + 1

3 = 5
6 ≈ 0.833. (2.2)

You can use these examples to validate your code before you submit your solution to CodeJudge.

Hint
Note that in Python the indentation whitespace (spaces, tabs, and newlines) is what determines the code
sections. Therefore wrongly indented code will often not run. The following two implementations of the
function multiply_by_three will not work due to wrong indentation

# Will NOT work
def multiply_by_three(n):

m = 3*n
return m

# Will NOT work
def multiply_by_three(n):
m = 3*n
return m

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.



Test code Expected output

print(evaluateTaylor(2)) 0.833333333333

Hand in on CodeJudge

In order to validate you can either upload a file containing your implementation of the function or directly copy
the code into codejudge.

Discussion and futher analysis

• Run the function from the console with different input.

• What happens when you run the function with a vector as input?

• What happens when you try to run the function without input.
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Assignment 2F Projection

The projection of a vector b onto a vector a is a vector p which contains the vector component of b in the
direction of a.

b

ap

The projection can be computed using the following formula

p = a · b
‖a‖2 a, (2.4)

where ‖a‖ denotes the magnitude of the vector a (and similar for b). The magnitude of the vector can be
computed using Pythagoras’ formula.

Problem definition

Create a function named computeProjection that computes the projection of the vector b = [1, 1, . . . ] onto
the vector a which is taken as an input to the function. The output must be the projection p. Note that b is
a vector with all elements equal to one and with the same length as a, and that the function should work for
vectors of any dimensionality.

Solution template

import math
import numpy as np
def computeProjection(a):

#insert your code
return projection

Hint
Remember that you must import the modules your function needs before defining your function. For example,
if you need the math and numpy modules, you should write the import statements as shown above. In the rest
of the exercises we will not explicitly show the import statements in the solution templates.

Input
a Input vector a.
Output
projection Projection vector p.

Example

Consider the vectors a = [2,−1] and b = [1, 1]. The projection of b on a can be computed as

projection = a · b
‖a‖2 a = 2 · 1 + (−1) · 1

22 + (−1)2 [2,−1] = [0.4,−0.2]. (2.5)

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.



Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(computeProjection(np.array([2, -1])))

[ 0.4 -0.2]

Hand in on CodeJudge

The assignment must be handed in on CodeJudge.
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Assignment 2G Box area

Two rectangular boxes are defined by the coordinates of their lower left and upper right corners as seen below.

x1,y1

x2,y2

x4,y4

x3,y3

x

y

The area of the two boxes are given by

A1 = (x2 − x1)(y2 − y1), A2 = (x4 − x3)(y4 − y3). (2.6)

The area of the intersection between the two boxes is given by

Ao = max[0, min(x2, x4) − max(x1, x3)] · max[0, min(y2, y4) − max(y1, y3)]. (2.7)

Problem definition

Create a function named boxArea that takes as input the coordinates defining the two boxes as a vector
[x1, x2, x3, x4, y1, y2, y3, y4] as well as a string area that specifies what to compute (written exactly as below).
The function must return the computed area.

area Area to compute
Box1 Area of the first box.
Box2 Area of the second box.
Intersection Area of the overlap between the boxes.
Union The sum of the areas of the two boxes minus the area of the overlap.

Solution template

def boxArea(boxCorners, area):
# Insert your code here...
# Use an if-elif statement to choose between the different areas to compute.
if area == "Box1":

# Insert code to compute area of box one
# A = ...

elif area == "Box2":
# Insert code to compute area of box two
# A = ...

elif area == "Intersection":
# Insert code to compute area of intersection
# A = ...

elif area == "Union":
# Insert code to compute area of union
# A = ...

return A



Input
boxCorners Corners of the boxes (vector of length 8).
area Which area to compute (string).
Output
A The computed area (number).

Example

Consider the following coordinates: x1 = 5, x2 = 20, x3 = 14, x4 = 25, y1 = 12, y2 = 23, y3 = 5, y4 = 17. The in-
put boxCorners would be the vector [5, 20, 14, 25, 12, 23, 5, 17]. If the input string area is equal to intersection
the area of the overlap must be computed: Ao = max[0, min(20, 25) − max(5, 14)] · max[0, min(23, 17) −
max(12, 5)] = max[0, 20 − 14] · max[0, 17 − 12] = 6 · 5 = 30.

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(boxArea(np.array([5,20,14,25,12,23,5,17]), "Intersection"))

30

Hand in on CodeJudge

The assignment must be handed in on CodeJudge.
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Optional challenge 2H Sudoku row

Sudoku is a number puzzle where the objective is to fill a 9-by-9 grid with numbers between 1 and 9 so that
each row, each column, and each 3-by-3 block contains all the numbers from 1 through 9. Sudokus are difficult
to solve, but when a row misses only a single number, it is a simple yet tedious task to fill in the blank.

49 1 5 7 2 3 8

Problem definition

Create a function named fillSudokuRow that takes as an input a Sudoku row with one missing entry (marked
by a value of zero), and returns the row with the entry filled in correctly so that all numbers from 1 to 9 appear
once in the row.

Hint
There is a quick and simple way to solve this exercise, using only the techniques you have learned in this module.

Solution template

def fillSudokuRow(sudokuRow):
# Insert your code here
return sudokuRow

Input
sudokuRow Sudoku row with one missing entry set to zero (vector)
Output
sudokuRow Sudoku row with missing entry filled in (vector)

Example

In the Sudoku row
[9, 4, 0, 1, 5, 7, 2, 3, 8]

the third value is marked as missing, and should be filled in. Since the number 6 does not appear in the row,
the missing value should be replaced with 6. Thus your program should output the following Sudoku row,

[9, 4, 6, 1, 5, 7, 2, 3, 8].

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(fillSudokuRow(np.array([9, 4, 0, 1, 5, 7, 2, 3,

8])))

[9 4 6 1 5 7 2 3 8]

Hand in on CodeJudge

In order to validate you can either upload a file containing your implementation of the function or directly copy
the code into codejudge.
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Assignment 3C Angle between lines

A line through the origin can be represented by a unit vector pointing in the direction of the line. The angle
between two such lines can be computed as

]v1, v2 = cos−1(v1 · v2), (3.1)

i.e. as the inverse cosine (also known as arccos) of the dot product of v1 and v2 which are unit vectors representing
the two lines. If v1 is a unit vector representing a line, −v1 will also be a unit vector representing the same line.
When computing the angle between two lines, there are thus two correct answers: The acute angle θ and the
obtuse angle ϕ.

θ

v2

v1

θ

ϕ
v2

−v1

Problem definition

Write a function that takes as input two unit vectors v1 and v2 representing two lines, and computes the acute
angle between the lines measured in radians, θ ∈

[
0, π

2
]
.

Solution template
def acuteAngle(v1, v2):

# Insert your code here
return theta

Input
v1 Unit vector determining v1
v2 Unit vector determining v2

Output
theta The acute angle between the lines, θ ∈

[
0, π

2
]
.

Example

Consider two lines represented by the following unit vectors: v1 =
[
− 4

5 ,
3
5
]

and v2 =
[ 20

29 ,
21
29

]
. The angle between

the lines are given by

]v1, v2 = cos−1(v1 · v2) = cos−1 (
− 4

5 ·
20
29 + 3

5 ·
21
29

)
= cos−1 (

− 17
145

)
= 1.688 radians (3.2)

Since this angle is obtuse (it is greater than π
2 ) we determine the acute angle to be θ = π − 1.688 = 1.453.

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(acuteAngle(np.array([-4.0/5.0, 3.0/5.0]), np.

array([20.0/29.0, 21.0/29.0])))

1.45328468136



Hand in on CodeJudge

The assignment must be handed in on CodeJudge.
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Assignment 3D Piecewise function

On the surface of the earth the graviational pull is approximately g0 = 9.82 [m/s2]. If you move up towards
space the gravitational pull declines with the height, h, above the ground according to the equation

gheight(h) = g0 · R2

(R + h)2 (3.3)

where R = 6.371 · 106 [m] is the average radius of the earth. Similarly if you dig yourself into the ground there
is less mass of the earth underneath you and the graviational pull is weaker and declines as a function of the
depth, d, of the hole you are digging:

gdepth(d) = g0

(
1 − d

R

)
(3.4)

This is a rough approximation as the earth is not a ball; nor is the density of the earth constant. For more
details, visit the wikipedia page: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravity_of_Earth. These two equations can be
combined to describe the graviational pull at some distance, x = R + h = R − d, from the center of the earth.

gdistance(x) =


g0 · R2

x2 if R ≤ x

g0 · x

R
if 0 ≤ x < R

(3.5)

Problem definition

Write a function that, given the distance x to the center of the earth, computes the graviational pull of the
earth.

Solution template
def gravitationalPull(x):

# Insert your code here
return g

Input
d Distance to the center of the earth
Output
g The gravitational pull.

Example

Suppose we are given x = 1.78 ·106 [m] as input to the function. Since 1.78 ·106 < 6.371 ·106, inserting 1.78 ·106

into equation 3 yields

gdistance(1.78 · 106) = g0 · 1.78 · 106

R
= 9.82 · 1.78 · 106

6.371 · 106 = 2.7436 [m/s2] (3.6)

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(gravitationalPull(1.78e6))

2.74361952598

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravity_of_Earth


Hand in on CodeJudge

The assignment must be handed in on CodeJudge.

Discussion and futher analysis

What will happen if you give a vector of distances as input to your function? Probably it will not work, because
the function expects a single number as input. How could you write the function such that it outputs a vector
of gravitational pull when given a vector of distances as input? Think about how this could be implemented
using vector indexing operations.

If you change your function so that it works correctly with vector input and output, you can try out making a
plot of the function using the following code:

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
x = np.arange(0, 10e6, 1e4)
plt.plot(x, gravitationalPull(x))
plt.show()

Figure 3.1: A plot of the gravitational pull from the center of the earth to a distance of 10 000.
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Assignment 3E Acidity

“In chemistry, pH is a measure of the acidity or basicity of an aqueous solution. Solutions with a pH less than
7 are said to be acidic and solutions with a pH greater than 7 are basic or alkaline. Pure water has a pH very
close to 7.” [Wikipedia] The acidity of a solution can be categorized according to the following scale:

pH Category
0–2 Strongly acidic
3–5 Weakly acidic
6–8 Neutral
9–11 Weakly basic
12–14 Strongly basic

Problem definition

Create a function that converts a pH value to the corresponding category. If the pH is between two categories,
it must be assigned to the strongest (acidic or basic) category of the two. If the pH is a number outside the
scale the string pH out of range must be returned.

Solution template

def pH2Category(pH):
# Insert your code here
return category

Input
pH pH value (real scalar).
Output
category Acidity category (string).

Example

The pH of lemon juice is 2.3. Since this is between the Strongly acidic and Weakly acidic categories, it must be
assigned to Strongly acidic. Thus, the string Strongly acidic should be the output of the function.

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

print(pH2Category(2.3)) Strongly acidic

Hand in on CodeJudge

This assignment must be handed in on CodeJudge.
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Optional challenge 3F Football goal tracker

In the 2013–2014 Premier League season was the first seasonuse Hawk-Eye system for tracking the ball to detect
whether a goal has been scored. The system uses a number of high-performance cameras to track the ball from
different angles.

We might imagine a simple version of the system that, once the ball is kicked, tracks whether or not the ball
would pass the goalline if it continued in a straight line. Suppose the system is already able to compute the
point where the ball is kicked and the direction vector of the kick.

The standard measurement of a football field is 105 [m] × 68 [m] and the goal is 7.32 [m] wide. Suppose the
ball is shot from a point p = [x, y] on the field and goes in a straight line in some direction given by a vector
v = [vx, vy]. (The magnitude of the vector indicates the speed of the ball, which we will not use in this exercise.)

p = [x, y]

v

u

`

0 105
0

68

37.66
30.34

Figure 3.2: A football field.

Problem definition

Create a function that tells whether or not the ball will pass the goalline (in either of the two goals) if it
continues from the initial position in a straight line along the direction vector.

Solution template

def computePassesGoalLine(point, directionVector):
# Insert your code here
return score

Input
point The (x, y) coordinates of the initial position of where the football is kicked from (vector).
directionVector The vector describing the direction in which the football is kicked.
Output
score A boolean telling whether or not the ball will pass the goalline.

Example

Assume that the position of the ball is given by the point p = [x, y] = [30, 20] and the direction is given by the
vector v = [vx, vy] = [10, 2].

Firstly, we note that since the x-component of the direction vector is positive, in this case the ball can only pass
the goal line in the goal on the right. The goal posts of the goal on the right are at the positions [105, 30.34]
and [105, 37.66].



The ball will cross x-coordinate xgoal = 105 at the right at position p+ αv where α is a number denoting how
far we should travel along v. Since we must have x+ αvx = 105 we can compute α as

α = xgoal − x

vx
= 105 − 30

10 = 7.5. (3.7)

The y-coordinate where the ball passes the goal line is then given by

ygoal = y + αvy = 20 + 7.5 · 2 = 35. (3.8)

Then the condition to see if the ball ends up in the goal is equivalent to testing if

30.34 < ygoal < 37.66, (3.9)

which is true for ygoal = 35 so the return value score should be set True.

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(computePassesGoalLine(np.array([30, 20]), np.

array([10, 2])))

True

Hand in on CodeJudge

This challenge can be be handed in on CodeJudge.
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Assignment 4D Fermentation rate

When a nutrient solution is seeded with yeast, the yeast will grow and ferment sugar into alcohol and carbon
dioxide. You are conducting a series of experiments to determine the rate of fermentation, r, and have measure-
ments of the fermentation rate measured in gram

liter·day for a large number of identical experiments. To get a precise
estimate of the fermentation rate, you want to compute the average of all the measured rates; however, you
notice that some of the measurements are clearly erroneous. You decide to exclude all invalid measurements,
which you define as measurements that are outside the range ` < r < u.

Problem definition

Write a program that computes and returns the mean fermentation rate, taking only the valid measurements
into account.

Solution template

def fermentationRate(measuredRate, lowerBound, upperBound):
# Insert your code here
return averageRate

Input
measuredRate Measured fermentation rates (list)
lowerBound Lower bound for valid measurements, ` (scalar)
upperBound Upper bound for valid measurements, u (scalar)
Output
averageRate Average fermentation rate of valid measurements (scalar)

Example

Consider the following measured fermentation rates

20.1 19.3 1.1 18.2 19.7 121.1 20.3 20.0

Setting the lower and upper bound to ` = 15 and u = 25 the measured rates of 1.1 and 121.1 are invalid, and
the remaining 6 measurements are valid. Thus, the mean can be computed as

20.1 + 19.3 + 18.2 + 19.7 + 20.3 + 20.0
6 = 19.6

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(fermentationRate(np.array

([20.1, 19.3, 1.1, 18.2, 19.7,
121.1, 20.3, 20.0]), 15, 25))

19.6

Hand in on CodeJudge

The assignment must be handed in on CodeJudge.

Discussion and futher analysis



This problem can either be solved using a loop or using vectorized computation. How did you solve the problem,
and why?
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Assignment 4E Bacteria growth

It has been discovered that a population of bacteria grows according to the following law: If there are nt bacteria
at time t then one hour later at time t+ 1 there will be

nt+1 =
(

1 + α ·
[
1 − nt

K

])
· nt

where α is a positive number that controls the growth rate and K is a positive number that defines the capacity,
i.e., the maximum number of bacteria in the population.

Problem definition

Write a program that simulates the bacteria growth hour by hour and stops when the number of bacteria exceeds
some fixed number, N . Your program must return the time t at which the population first exceeds N . Even
though the actual number of bacteria is really a whole number (integer) your program must work with nt as a
decimal number (real), i.e., you should not round the numbers.

Solution template

def bacteriaGrowth(n0, alpha, K, N):
# Insert your code here
return tN

Input
n0 Initial number of bacteria (scalar)
alpha Growth rate (scalar)
K Capacity (scalar)
N Final population size (scalar, n0<N<K)
Output
tN Time t at which population size exceeds N (scalar)

Example

Starting with n0 = 100 bacteria and setting α = 0.4 and K = 1000, let us find out when the population exceeds
N = 500. Running the simulation, we get the following sequence of population sizes

n0 n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8

100 136 183 242.8 316.3 402.9 499.1 599.1 695.2

Thus, the populations first exceeds N = 500 at time tN = 7, the program should return 7.

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

print(bacteriaGrowth(100.0, 0.4,
1000.0, 500.0))

7

Hand in on CodeJudge

The assignment must be handed in on CodeJudge.
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Assignment 4F Removing incomplete experiments

You are working on a data set from a series of experiments, each of which consists of three parts. The experiments
have been performed in a randomized order. Each experiment has been assigned an experiment-number and
a part-number, which are joined into one decimal number called an id-number. The id-number is formed by
separating the experiment-number and part-number by a decimal point. For example, the experiment number
17 part 3 has been assigned the id-number 17.3. Note, that you can compute the experiment-number from the
id-number by rounding down to the nearest integer.

You notice that due to errors, for some of the experiments all three parts have not been completed. For further
analysis, you need to exclude all experiments where one or more parts are not available. You can safely assume
that if there are 3 id-numbers with the same experiment-number, the experiment is complete.

Problem definition

Create a function that takes as an input a vector of id-numbers and returns a vector of id-numbers where all
incomplete experiments have been removed. The id-numbers that are not removed must remain in the same
order as in the original vector.

Solution template

def removeIncomplete(id):
# Insert your code here
return idComplete

Input
id Id-numbers (vector of decimal numbers)
Output
idComplete Id-numbers of complete experiments (vector of decimal numbers)

Example

Consider the following id-numbers:

1.3 2.2 2.3 4.2 5.1 3.2 5.3 3.3 2.1 1.1 5.2 3.1

In experiment 1, part 2 is missing, and in experiment 4, parts 1 and 3 are missing. Thus, experiment 1 and 4
are incomplete. After removing the incomplete experiments, the result should be:

2.2 2.3 5.1 3.2 5.3 3.3 2.1 5.2 3.1

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(removeIncomplete(np.array

([1.3, 2.2, 2.3, 4.2, 5.1, 3.2,
5.3, 3.3, 2.1, 1.1, 5.2, 3.1])

))

[ 2.2 2.3 5.1 3.2 5.3 3.3 2.1 5.2 3.1]

Hand in on CodeJudge

This assignment must be handed in on CodeJudge.
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Optional challenge 4G Cluster analysis

Using an image sensor on a satellite, you can measure the reflectance at the ground level in a narrow band of the
near-infrared frequency spectrum. It is known that this reflectance is highly sensitive to the type of vegetation;
however, there is some measurement noise and the overall magnitude of the reflectance also varies with the time
of day, sensor drift, etc. You want to create an automated system that can distinguish between two types of
vegetation, trees and grass, which are known to have relatively high and low reflectance respectively.

To distinguish between trees and grass, you decide to use cluster analysis. “Cluster analysis or clustering is the
task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group (called a cluster) are more similar
(in some sense or another) to each other than to those in other groups (clusters).” [Wikipedia] In particular,
you will use the following algorithm (called k-means) to cluster the reflectance data into two groups.

The clustering algorithm

Given a set of N measurements, (r1, r2, . . . , rN ), we will initially assign the odd-numbered measurements to
class 1 and the even numbered measurements to class 2. Then the following two steps are repeated:

• Update step: Compute the mean value (average) of the measurements within each cluster.

• Assignment step: Assign each measurement to the cluster with the closest mean value. In case of a tie,
assign the measurement to cluster 1.

Repeat the above steps until the cluster assignments do not change. It can not be determined in advance how
many steps will be needed before the clustering assignment stabilizes.

Problem definition

Create a function that takes as an input a vector of reflectance measurements and returns a vector of cluster
assignments computed using the algorithm described above.

Solution template

def clusterAnalysis(reflectance):
# Insert your code here
return clusterAssignments

Input
reflectance Reflectance measurements (list of decimal numbers)
Output
clusterAssignments Final cluster assignments (list of numbers, 1 or 2)

Example

Consider the following set of reflectance measurements where the color and style of the number indicates the
initial cluster assignment,

1.7 1.6 1.3 1.3 2.8 1.4 2.8 2.6 1.6 2.7.

In the update step, the two mean values can be computed as

m1 = 1.7 + 1.3 + 2.8 + 2.8 + 1.6
5 = 2.04, m2 = 1.6 + 1.3 + 1.4 + 2.6 + 2.7

5 = 1.92. (4.3)

In the assignment step, each measurement is reassigned to cluster with the closest mean,

1.7 1.6 1.3 1.3 2.8 1.4 2.8 2.6 1.6 2.7.



In the next update step, the two mean values can be computed as

m1 = 2.8 + 2.8 + 2.6 + 2.7
4 = 2.725, m2 = 1.7 + 1.6 + 1.3 + 1.3 + 1.4 + 1.6

6 = 1.483. (4.4)

In the next assignment step, each measurement is again reassigned to cluster with the closest mean,

1.7 1.6 1.3 1.3 2.8 1.4 2.8 2.6 1.6 2.7.

Since this assignment is identical to the previous assignment, the algorithm stops. The output of the algorithm
is a vector of cluster assignments, which in this example should be

2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.
Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(clusterAnalysis(np.array([1.7,

1.6, 1.3, 1.3, 2.8, 1.4, 2.8,
2.6, 1.6, 2.7])))

[2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1]

Hand in on CodeJudge

This challenge can be be handed in on CodeJudge.
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Assignment 5A Temperature conversion

Temperature can be measured in degrees Fahrenheit, degrees Celsius, or Kelvin. We can convert between
different units of temperature according to the following equations

Celsius Fahrenheit Kelvin
Celsius — F = 1.8 · C + 32 K = C + 273.15

Fahrenheit C = F − 32
1.8 — K = F + 459.67

1.8
Kelvin C = K − 273.15 F = 1.8 · K − 459.67 —

where C is the temperature in degrees Celsius, F is the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit, and K is the
temperature in Kelvin.

Problem definition

Implement a function that converts temperatures between the three different units of measurement. The function
must take three inputs: A decimal number T, which specifies the temperature and two strings, unitFrom and
unitTo which specify the units to convert from and to. The strings must take one of the values Celsius,
Fahrenheit, or Kelvin.

Solution template

def convertTemperature(T, unitFrom, unitTo):
# Insert your code here
return T

Input
T The input temperature (decimal number)
unitFrom The unit of temperature of the input (string, Celsius, Fahrenheit, or Kelvin)
unitTo The unit of temperature of the output (string, Celsius, Fahrenheit, or Kelvin)
Output
T The converted temperature (decimal number)

Example

If the input temperature T is 50 and unitFrom is the string Fahrenheit and unitTo is the string Celsius,
we need to convert 50 degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius. The converted temperature can be computed as
follows:

C = F − 32
1.8 = 50 − 32

1.8 = 10. (5.1)

Thus, the output temperature T should be set to 10.

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

print(convertTemperature(50.0, "
Fahrenheit", "Celsius"))

10.0

Discussion and futher analysis



Take some time to reflect on and discuss the way that you have commented your code. Do you follow all the
suggestions given in section 5.2?
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Assignment 5E Monte Carlo estimation

The Monte Carlo method is a technique that can be used to approximate the distribution of random outcomes.
This is done by recording the outcomes of running the same simulation multiple times. In this way, the method
resembles repeated playing the same gambling game at a casino.

The Monte Carlo method is very useful, especially to approximate solutions to problems that are analytically
difficult. In this assignment, we will use the Monte Carlo method in a simple scenario, to numerically estimate
the area of a shape.

Consider a circle with radius 1, centered on (0, 0).

By generating N random points uniformly on the the circumscribing square and counting how many points n
that fall within the circle, we can estimate the area of the circle by multiplying the area of the square by the
fraction of points inside the circle

Acircle ≈ Asquare · n

N
, (5.5)

where in this case Asquare = 4. To test if a point (x, y) is inside the circle, we can simply check if it magnitude
of the vector from the center of the circle to (x, y) is less than one.

Problem definition

Write a function that estimates the area of a circle by Monte Carlo simulation. As input the function must
receive two vectors containing the coordinates of the randomly drawn points. The function must return the
estimated value of the area as output.

To test your function, you can use the function implemented in exercise 5D to generate a vector for the random
x-values and a vector for the random y-values.

Solution template

def circleAreaMC(xvals, yvals):
return A

Input
xvals The x-coordinates of points (list of decimal numbers)
yvals The y-coordinates of points (list of decimal numbers)
Output
A Estimated value for the area of the circle (scalar decimal number)

Example

If we have randomly have drawn the following N = 5 points

(−0.1, 0.3) , (0.7, −0.1) , (0.8, 0.9) , (0.5, 0.6) , (−0.4, −0.3) (5.6)

four of the points lies within the circle, and the area would be estimated as A ≈ 4 · 4
5 = 3.2.

Example test case



Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.
Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(circleAreaMC(np.array([-0.1,

0.7, 0.8, 0.5, -0.4]), np.array
([0.3, -0.1, 0.9, 0.6, -0.3])))

3.2

Hand in on CodeJudge

The assignment must be handed in on CodeJudge.

Discussion and futher analysis

• Try calling your function for different number of points (like 10, 1 000, and 1 000 000).

• Try calling your function multiple times with the same number of points.

• Try running the following code to plot an image of a circle along with your points.

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
p = np.arange(0, 2*np.pi, 0.01)
plt.plot(np.sin(p), np.cos(p))
plt.plot(xvals, yvals, 'o')
plt.show()
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Optional challenge 5F Thermodynamic simulation

Consider a physical experiment with two connected closed chambers of equal volume. The right chamber is
initially empty, while the left contains N identical gas particles. We open a small hole between the chambers,
such that the gas particles can move between the two chambers.

After some time, we expect that the system will reach an equilibrium, where the number of gas particles in the
left chamber NL is the same as the number of gas particles in the right chamber NR. In this challenge we will
use the Monte Carlo method to simulate the behaviour of the gas as it approaches this equilibrium.

The evolution of the system is considered as a series of time-steps, beginning at t = 1. At each time-step exactly
one particle will pass through the hole, and we assume that the particles do not interact. The probability that
a particle will move from the left to the right chamber is pLR = NL/N , and the probability of a particle will
move from the right to the left chamber is pRL = 1 − pLR = (N − NL)/N .

The simulation will iteratively proceed as follows:

1. Get a random number r from the interval 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.

2. If r ≤ pLR, move one particle from the left to the right chamber. Otherwise move one particle from the
right to the left chamber.

3. Repeat step 1 and 2 until NL = NR. Report back, how many time-steps it took to reach this equilibrium.

Problem definition

Write a function that performs the Monte Carlo simulation as described in the above algorithm. As input to
the function, you have the number of particles (which must be an even number in order for an equilibrium to
exist) and a vector of N random numbers between 0 and 1. The function must use the first random number in
the vector as r at time t = 1, the second random number at time t = 2 etc. If the function runs out of random
numbers before an equilibrium is reached, it must return the value t = 0 to indicate this.

Solution template

def thermoEquilibrium(N, r):
# Insert your code here
return t

Input
N Initial number of gas particles in the left chamber (even integer number)
r Sequence of random numbers (vector of decimal numbers between 0 and 1)
Output
t Time-steps used to reach equilibrium (integer number)

Return zero if equilibrium is not reached.

Example

Consider the simple case where there are only N = 2 particles. At t = 1 a particle will move from left to right
(i.e., with probability pLR = 2

2 = 1). When one particle moves to the right chamber, there will be exactly one
particle in each chamber, and equilibrium has been reached. The number of time-steps to reach equilibrium is
thus 1.



Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.
Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(thermoEquilibrium(2.0, np.

array([0.16, 0.04, 0.72, 0.09,
0.17, 0.60, 0.26, 0.65, 0.69,
0.74, 0.45, 0.61, 0.23, 0.37,
0.15, 0.83, 0.61, 1.00, 0.08,
0.44])))

1

Hand in on CodeJudge

This challenge can be handed in on CodeJudge.

Discussion and futher analysis

Test your function for different numbers of N (remember that N must be even in order for a equilibrium state
to exist.)

• Does the number of time steps to reach equilibrium depend on the number of gas particles?

• Experiment with a large numbers of particles. Will the system always reach equilibrium?
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Assignment 6B Production cost

You want to compare the cost of producing some different items. To produce each item, a number of different
resources are required. For each item you know how many units of each type of resource is required. This
information is given as a matrix, where each column corresponds to an item and each row corresponds to a
resource. The values in the matrix denote how many units of the resource is required for the item. Furhtermore,
you know the cost of each resource, which is given as a vector.

Problem definition

Create a function that computes the cost of each item and returns it as a vector. Find an elegant and simple
way to write the code using what you have learned about matrix and vector operations.

Solution template

def computeItemCost(resourceItemMatrix, resourceCost):
# Insert your code here
return itemCost

Input
resourceItemMatrix A matrix describing how many units of each resource is required for each item.
resourceCost Vector of the cost of each resource.
Output
itemCost Vector of the cost of each item.

Example

Say that the number of resources required for each item is given by the following matrix,

Resource 1:
Resource 2:
Resource 3:

A B C 6 3 0
17 11 9
4 2 12

, (6.4)

which shows that it requires 6 units of resource 1, 17 units of resource 2, and 4 units of resource 3 to produce
one item A, and similar for item B and item C.

Further, let us assume that the cost of each resource is given by the vector,[
101.25, 84.00, 75.50

]
, (6.5)

The cost of producing item A is then

6 · 101.25 + 17 · 84.00 + 4 · 75.5 = 2337.5 (6.6)

Similarly the cost of item B and item C can be computed as 1378.50 and 1662.00. Thus, the final result should
be the vector

[2337.50, 1378.50, 1662.00] (6.7)

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.



Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(computeItemCost(np.array

([[6,3,0],[17,11,9],[4,2,12]]),
np.array([101.25,84.00,75.50])

))

[ 2337.5 1378.75 1662. ]

Hand in on CodeJudge

This exercise must be handed on CodeJudge.
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Assignment 6C Moving average

When recording any type of noisy data, that be audio signals or stock prices, noise is often reduced by smoothen-
ing the data. One algorithm of smoothing a signal is the n-sample symmetric weighted moving average. Let us
say we are given a signal as a vector y with values yi for i ∈ (1, . . . , N). Then, a five-sample symmetric weighted
moving average, ŷ, can be computed by

ŷi = yi−2 + 2 · yi−1 + 3 · yi + 2 · yi+1 + yi+2

9 , (6.8)

i.e., as a weighted average of the surrounding datapoints. To compute the first two and last two smoothened
signal values, we must make some assumption about the signal outside its bounds: We will assume that yi is
zero for i < 1 and i > N . The algorithm is illustrated below. The figure shows a noisy measurement of a sine
wave function and a five-sample symmetric weighted moving average.
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Problem definition

Create a function that takes a signal vector as input and computes the five-sample weighted moving average of
the signal.

Solution template

def movingAvg(y):
# Insert your code here
return ysmooth

Input
y Input signal (vector)
Output
ysmooth Five-sample moving average smoothing of input signal (vector)

Example

If your signal file consists of a vector

y = [0.8, 0.9, 0.7, 0.6, 0.3, 0.4] (6.9)

We can solve the smoothing problem by making use of a matrix: We first construct a matrix where each row is



a shifted and scaled version of the signal as illustrated below:

1 · 0.8 0.9
2 · 0.8
3 ·
2 ·
1 ·


0.7 0.6 0.3 0.4 0 0
0.9 0.7 0.6 0.3 0.4 0
0.8 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.3 0.4
0 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.3
0 0 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.6

 0.4
0.3 0.4

=


0.7 0.6 0.3 0.4 0 0
1.8 1.4 1.2 0.6 0.8 0
2.4 2.7 2.1 1.8 0.9 1.2
0 1.6 1.8 1.4 1.2 0.6
0 0 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.6

 . (6.10)

In the first row, y is shifted left twice; in the second row y is shifted left once and multiplied by two; in the
third row y is multiplied by three; etc. Summing each column and dividing by 9 yields the final result

ŷ = [0.54444, 0.7, 0.68889, 0.56667, 0.4, 0.26667]. (6.11)

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(movingAvg(np.array([0.8, 0.9,

0.7, 0.6, 0.3, 0.4])))

[ 0.54444444 0.7 0.68888889 0.56666667 0.4 0.26666667]

Hand in on CodeJudge

In order to validate you can either upload a file containing your implementation of the function or directly copy
the code into codejudge.

Discussion and futher analysis

Try loading the variables x and y from the data file smooth.npz which contains the noisy sine function data used
to generate the figure above. You should then be able to reproduce the plot in the figure using the following
code:

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
plt.plot(x, np.sin(x), "k")
plt.plot(x, y, "g.")
plt.plot(x, movingAvg(y), "r.-")
plt.show()
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Assignment 6D Frequency of letters

A simple way to analyze a text document is to examine how often the different letters in the alphabet occur in
the text. As you will see in a later assignment, this can be used for example to detect the language in which
the text is written. In this assignment we will create a function that takes the filename of a text file as input
and computes the frequency of the letters in the text. In order to simplify the problem we will convert the text
to lower case and only consider the characters from a to z.

First, we must read in the text file and convert it to lower case. Then we should count the number of times
each of the letters a to z occur. Here it might be a good idea to create a string or vector with all the letters
in the alphabet: Using that, we can make a loop over the letters in order to count how many times they each
occur in the text. Finally, based on the occurence counts we can compute the frequency.

Problem definition

Create a function that takes a text file as input and returns a vector of size 26 with the frequency in percent of
each character a, b, . . . z (not sensitive to case.) The frequency must be computed as the number of occurences
divided by the total number of characters from a to z that occur, multiplied by one hundred. All other letters
such as ø and ä as well as all symbols must be ignored.

Solution template

def letterFrequency(filename):
# Insert your code here
return freq

Input
filename A string that is the filename of a plain text file in the current working directory.
Output
freq A vector of length 26 containing the frequency of occurrence of each of the 26 letters from a to z.

Example

In the file small_text.txt is a small example. Counting the number of occurences of each of the letters yields
the result shown below (second row). Dividing each number by the total number of occurences and multiplying
with 100 yields the frequency (last row).

Letter a b c d e f g h i j k l m
Occurrences 105 29 32 59 160 26 25 87 93 1 15 44 14
Frequency (%) 8.10 2.24 2.47 4.55 12.35 2.01 1.93 6.71 7.18 0.08 1.16 3.40 1.08
Letter n o p q r s t u v w x y z
Occurrences 87 102 19 1 78 70 142 37 12 38 0 20 0
Frequency (%) 6.71 7.87 1.47 0.08 6.02 5.40 10.96 2.85 0.93 2.93 0.00 1.54 0.00

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(letterFrequency("small_text.

txt"))

[ 8.10185185 2.23765432 2.4691358 4.55246914 12.34567901
2.00617284 1.92901235 6.71296296 7.17592593 0.07716049
1.15740741 3.39506173 1.08024691 6.71296296 7.87037037
1.46604938 0.07716049 6.01851852 5.40123457 10.95679012
2.85493827 0.92592593 2.93209877 0. 1.54320988 0.

]



Hand in on CodeJudge

This exercise must be handed on CodeJudge.
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Assignment 6E Language detection

Different languages use the different letters with different frequencies and this can be used to determine in
which language a text is written. In this exercise you should use the function created in the previous exercise
to compute the frequencies of letters in a text. Given this vector of frequencies you can compute the squared
error between the frequencies in the text and the (average) frequencies in the language.

E` =
26∑

i=1
(F t

i − F `
i )2 (6.12)

where F t
i is the frequency of letter i in the text and F `

i is the frequency of letter i in the language. The language
which has the lowest squared error is the one that best matches the text in terms of the letter frequency.

The frequencies of the letters in fifteen different languages are given in the file letter_frequencies.csv.1 A
snapshot of a part the file is given below.

Problem definition

Create a function that takes as input a vector of frequencies of occurrences of letters in a text. The function
must read the file letter_frequencies.csv, compute the squared error for each language, and return a vector
of squared errors for the fifteen languages.

Solution template

def computeLanguageError(freq):
# Insert your code here
return E

Input
freq A vector of size 26 containing the frequency of the letters a–z in a text.
Output
se A vector of length 15 containing the squared error between the input vector and each of the

15 languages in the CSV file

Example

Let the vector in the following table be the input vector and the CSV file as the letter_frequencies.csv
from CampusNet. This should give the following squared error for the first 10 languages:

English French German Spanish Portuguese Esperanto Italian Turkish Swedish Polish
9.04 108.24 99.55 121.02 165.54 164.75 128.56 211.07 89.98 190.64

Example test case
1Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Letter_frequency

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Letter_frequency


Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

import numpy as np
print(computeLanguageError(np.array

([8.101852, 2.237654, 2.469136,
4.552469, 12.345679, 2.006173,
1.929012, 6.712963, 7.175926,

0.077160, 1.157407, 3.395062,
1.080247, 6.712963, 7.870370,
1.466049, 0.077160, 6.018519,
5.401235, 10.956790, 2.854938,
0.925926, 2.932099, 0.000000,
1.543210, 0.000000])))

[ 9.03927 108.23630662 99.54527245 121.0194921 165.54454939
164.74825044 128.56084094 211.07248403 89.98061244 190.64402388
93.79889711 112.93292492 192.24702032 173.1080387 134.53866161]

Hand in on CodeJudge

This exercise must be handed on CodeJudge.

Discussion and futher analysis

This method of only using the letter frequencies to determine a language is not very efficient, specially when
the text of which you are trying to identify the language of is only a few words.

The method can be extended to use bigrams or trigrams giving a quite robust method of identifying the
language of a text that is actually used in practice. Bigrams are two adjacent characters in a word instead of
single characters. The two most frequent bigrams in english are ‘th’ and ‘he’.
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Assignment 7G The NATO alphabet

The NATO alphabet is useful for spelling words over a noisy telephone connection.

A B C D E F G H I
Alpha Bravo Charlie Delta Echo Foxtrot Golf Hotel India

J K L M N O P Q R
Juliet Kilo Lima Mike November Oscar Papa Quebec Romeo
S T U V W X Y Z

Sierra Tango Uniform Victor Whiskey Xray Yankee Zulu

Problem definition

Create a function that spells out a word (written in plain text) in the NATO alphabet. The function should
accept input in upper, lower, or mixed case, and should output the NATO “code words” exactly as written
above, separated by dashes. You can assume that the input string contains only letters from a-z (A-Z).

Solution template

def textToNato(plainText):
# Insert your code here
return natoText

Input
plainText Input word in plain text (string)
Output
natoText Output in dash-separated NATO alphabet (string)

Example

For example, given the input hello, the function should return the string Hotel-Echo-Lima-Lima-Oscar.

Example test case

Remember to thoroughly test your code before handing it in. You can test your solution on the example above
by running the following test code and checking that the output is as expected.

Test code Expected output

print(textToNato("hello")) Hotel-Echo-Lima-Lima-Oscar

Hand in on CodeJudge

In order to validate you can either upload a file containing your implementation of the function or directly copy
the code into codejudge.

Discussion and futher analysis

How could you create a function that does the reverse, i.e., converts a word written in the NATO alphabet
(as output by your function) back into plain text? If you are up for the task, create such a function and test
thoroughly that it works correctly by converting words first to the NATO alphabet and then back and checking
that the result is identical to the original input.
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